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Cardiopulmonary response to unloaded cycling may be related to higher workloads. This was assessed in male subjects: 18 healthy
sedentary subjects (controls), 14 hypoxemic patients with chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), and 31 overweight
individuals (twelve were hypoxemic). They underwent an incremental exercise up to the maximal oxygen uptake (VO

2
max),

preceded by a 2min unloaded cycling period. Oxygen uptake (VO
2
), heart rate (HR), minute ventilation (VE), and respiratory

frequency (fR) were averaged every 10 s. At the end of unloaded cycling period, HR increase was significantly accentuated in COPD
and hypoxemic overweight subjects (resp., +14 ± 2 and +13 ± 1.5min−1, compared to +7.5 ± 1.5min−1 in normoxemic overweight
subjects and +8 ± 1.8min−1 in controls). The fR increase was accentuated in all overweight subjects (hypoxemic: +4.5 ± 0.8;
normoxemic: +3.9 ± 0.7min−1) compared to controls (+2.5 ± 0.8min−1) and COPDs (+2.0 ± 0.7min−1). The plateau VE increase
during unloaded cyclingwas positively correlatedwithVE valuesmeasured at the ventilatory threshold andVO

2
max.Measurement

of ventilation during unloaded cycling may serve to predict the ventilatory performance of COPD patients and overweight subjects
during an exercise rehabilitation program.

1. Introduction

Predictive values of tests exploring mild physical activity
have been already reported. Thus, a strong association was
reported between the 6min walk distance (6MWD) and
peak oxygen uptake (VO

2
max) in patients with cardiac and

pulmonary disease [1, 2]. Unloaded pedalling represents a
reproducible warm-up exercise bout. It can be taken by
subjects with low to moderate exercise capacity and allows
simultaneously measuring ventilation and oxygen uptake
(VO
2
).We hypothesized that thismild exercise testmay serve

to predict the cardiopulmonary responses to heavy exercise.
Cardiopulmonary limitation at peak exercise is well doc-

umented in patients with COPD [3–5] and in individuals

with overweight [6–10]. Both subjects have risk of pul-
monary hyperinflation due to expiratory flow limitation.
Moreover, severe overweight often results in hypoxemia. On
the other hand, we found no data in the literature on the
response of COPD and overweight subjects to unloaded
cycling.

Chronic hypoxemia present in patients with COPD and
also in numerous subjects with severe overweight may mod-
ify their response to unloaded cycling. Indeed, we already
showed in healthy humans that experimental normobaric
hypoxemia attenuated the ventilatory but not the cardiac
response to unloaded cycling [11]. Mimicking overweight
condition in healthy subjects also reduced their ventilatory
response to submaximal exercise [12, 13]. Based on these data
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Table 1: Morphological characteristics, physiological data at rest, and oxygen uptake at the different epochs of exercise. Asterisks denote
significant variations compared to controls (∗𝑃 < 0.05; ∗∗𝑃 < 0.01; and ∗∗∗𝑃 < 0.001). For pulmonary function, values in brackets are the
percentage of predicted normal data.

Controls COPDs Overweight subjects
Hypoxemic Normoxemic

Number 18 14 12 19
Age, y 49 ± 6 54 ± 4 55 ± 2 53 ± 3

Body mass index, kg⋅m−2 23 ± 1.0 24 ± 1.5 31 ± 2.0
∗∗

29.4 ± 2.2
∗

Forced vital capacity (FVC),
lBTPS (% predicted)

4.54 ± 0.39

(101%)
3.56 ± 0.20

(68%)
3.79 ± 0.36

∗

(70%)
4.12 ± 0.50

(97%)
Expiratory reserve volume
(ERV), lBTPS 1.37 ± 0.20 1.03 ± 0.15 0.72 ± 0.35

∗
0.86 ± 0.25

Total lung capacity (TLC),
lBTPS (% predicted)

6.72 ± 0.39

(102%)
6.45 ± 0.34

(100%)
5.81 ± 0.36

∗

(75%)
5.92 ± 0.31

∗

(78%)
Forced expiratory volume in 1 s
(FEV1), lBTPS (% predicted)

3.89 ± 0.33

(96%)
2.38 ± 0.25

∗∗

(60%)
3.18 ± 0.23

(81%)
3.27 ± 0.18

(86%)
FEV1/FVC, % 86 67 84 79
PaO2 85 67∗∗∗ 72∗ 85
SpO2, % 99 ± 0.8 95 ± 0.6 96 ± 0.5 99 ± 0.7

Heart rate, min−1 72 ± 3 81 ± 5 69 ± 4 77 ± 3

Minute ventilation (VE),
lBTPS⋅min−1 11 11 10 13

Respiratory frequency (fR),
min−1 16 18 15 17

Oxygen uptake (VO2),
mlSTPD−1⋅kg−1
VO2 rest

4.9 ± 0.2 4.5 ± 0.2 4.2 ± 0.2 4.3 ± 0.3

VO2 end unloaded cycling 8.1 ± 0.4 8.2 ± 0.6 7.3 ± 0.3 7.4 ± 0.4

VO2 threshold 21.2 ± 1.0 16.2 ± 0.9
∗∗

15.2 ± 1.4
∗∗

18.4 ± 0.8
∗

obtained in situations mimicking hypoxemia or overweight
in healthy subjects, we hypothesized that the response to
unloaded exercise may differ between patients with hypox-
emia or overweight only. This might affect the supposed
predictive values of their cardiopulmonary responses to
unloaded pedalling.

2. Methods

2.1. Patients. The study population consisted of 63 age-
matched male subjects (18 normal sedentary subjects; 14
normal-weight hypoxemic patients with COPD; and 31 indi-
viduals with overweight; among them 12 were hypoxemic).
Their physical characteristics are shown in Table 1. Control
subjects had no medical illness at the time of the study,
none were smokers, and none were involved in an exer-
cise training program. COPD was diagnosed according to
the criteria of the ATS/ERS task force [14]. The patients
had not experienced any respiratory tract infection or any
exacerbation of their disease for at least 4 wk before the
study and received no oral corticosteroid therapy but all
were treated by inhaled corticosteroids (360 𝜇g/day) and
cholinergic antagonist (tiotropium bromide, 22.5𝜇g/day).

There was no supplemental oxygen during the week before
the protocol. Patients with overweight were not hypertensive
and did not receive any medication which could interact
with the exercise response. Procedures were carried out
with the adequate understanding and written consent of the
subjects who all signed the informed consent form. The
protocol was approved by our institutional ethics commit-
tee.

2.2. Study Design. The subject performed an exercise on
an electrically braked cycloergometer (Ergometrics ER 800,
Jaeger, Germany) connected to a microcomputer software.
The testing protocol consisted in a 5min rest period followed
by a 2min zero-watt work load period at 1Hz cycling
frequency (unloaded pedaling).Then, the load was increased
as a ramp of 20 watt/minute (W/min) until the predicted
maximal VO

2
was reached (healthy subjects) or when the

patient decided to interrupt the exercise bout (symptom-
limited VO

2
max). Instantaneous heart rate (HR) and breath-

by-breath ventilatory data were averaged every 10 s. Because
the entrainment of the breathing frequency by exercise
rhythm has been documented [15, 16], we imposed a constant
pedaling rate of 60 revolutions per minute (rpm) which
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was maintained by all subjects throughout all the exercise
challenge.

2.3. Methods. All subjects had measurements of forced vital
capacity (FVC), forced expiratory volume in one second
(FEV1), and total lung capacity (TLC) with a whole body
pressure displacement plethysmograph (MasterLab Jaeger,
Bunnik, The Netherlands). Reference values were those pro-
posed by Quanjer [17]. Prior to the experiment, the ear lobe
was pretreated with a vasodilator cream. Then, it was incised
to sample arterialized blood in 100 𝜇L heparinized capillary
tubes. Oxygen (PaO

2
) and carbon dioxide (PaCO

2
) partial

pressures and arterial pH (pHa) were measured (Corning-
Chiron model 860, Bayer Corporation, East Walpole, MA,
USA). Predicted PaO

2
value took into consideration the

corresponding PaCO
2
level, pHa, and total hemoglobin [18].

At rest, then at determination of the ventilatory threshold
(VTh) and VO

2
max, blood gas tensions were analyzed. The

percutaneous oxygen saturation (SpO
2
, %) was continuously

measured with a pulse oximeter whose accuracy equals plus
or minus two oxygen saturation percentage points between
saturations of 70–100% (NPB 40, Nelcor Puritan Bennett,
Pleasanton, CA, USA).

The subject wore a face mask forming an air-tight seal
over the nose and mouth. Ventilation was measured with a
volumetric rotor transducer (Triple V digital volume trans-
ducer, Jaeger, Germany). A side port was connected to fast-
response differential paramagnetic O

2
and CO

2
analyzers

(Jaeger: 90% response time in 100ms).The software (Oxycon
Beta, Jaeger, Germany) computed breath-by-breath data of
minute ventilation (VE), respiratory frequency (fR), tidal
volume (VT), oxygen uptake (VO

2
) and carbon dioxide

production (VCO
2
), and the ventilatory equivalents for O

2

(VE/VO
2
). The ventilatory threshold (VTh) corresponded to

the VE and VO
2
values at which the ventilatory equivalents

for O
2
(VE/VO

2
) exhibited a systematic increase without

a concomitant increase in VE/VCO
2
[19]. The heart rate

was continuously monitored (Cardiognost Hellige, Stuttgart,
Germany) and simultaneously storedwith ventilatory data on
the computer.

2.4. Data Analyses. Data are presented as mean ± standard
error of mean (SEM). Statistical inferences were made by
the two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) for repeated
measures at predetermined epochs (rest, 10 s, 30 s, 60 s, and
120 s of unloaded cycling), patients withCOPDor overweight
subjects versus controls being one factor and time course
being the second factor. Comparisons between groups or
over time were performed taking into account the difference
between each variable measured at a time during unloaded
exercise and its baseline value. Correlations between variables
were evaluated with Spearman’s test. Cardiac and respiratory
variables obtained at rest were compared using a stepwise
multiple linear regression model to determine an equa-
tion that would best predict the cardiopulmonary response
during unloaded cycling. The same statistical analysis
allowed linking plateau values of variables measured during
unloaded cycling with those measured at VTh and VO

2
max.

The potential coefficients of equation included HR, fR, VT,
VE, VO

2
, and PaO

2
. Significance was set at the 0.05 level.

3. Results

3.1. Baseline Variables. Table 1 shows that subjects with
overweight had significant lower total lung capacity (TLC)
and expiratory reserve volume (ERV) compared to COPDs
and normal-weight normoxemic controls. According to the
ATS/ERS task force [14], our COPD patients had moderate
airway obstruction (FEV1/FVC < 70%; 50 < FEV1 < 80%
predicted), hypoxemia (58 < PaO

2
< 70mmHg; 93 <

SpO
2
< 97%), and no hypercapnia. Hypoxemic overweight

subjects had the highest body mass index and the lowest
TLC values. In the four groups (controls, hypoxemic COPDs,
normoxemic, or hypoxemic overweight subjects), the resting
values of HR, VE, fR, VT, and VO

2
did not differ, allowing

the consideration of the absolute variation of each variable
during unloaded cycling.

3.2. Influence of Resting Levels of Physiological Variables on
the Cardiopulmonary Response to Unloaded Cycling. Multiple
regression analysis showed that, among the different vari-
ables, only the resting fR was negatively correlated with the
plateau fR increase at 120 s of unloaded pedaling (Δ fR, min−1
=−0.42 ∗ fR rest + 10.20; 𝑟 = 0.521;𝑃 < 0.01). Despite the fact
that ERV was significantly lower in overweight individuals
compared to controls and COPDs, we found no correlation
between the reduction of lung volumes and the ventilatory
response (VE, VT, and fR) to unloaded cycling.

3.3. Response toUnloadedCycling. At the end of the unloaded
cycling period, no significant changes in resting level of
SpO
2
were measured in controls, COPDs, and overweight

subjects. Table 1 reports the VO
2
values measured at the end

of the unloaded pedaling period, ventilatory threshold, and
maximal workload. Two-minute unloaded cycling period
increased VO

2
value by 3.0 (overweight subjects) to 3.6

(controls and COPD), the intergroup differences being not
significant. Figure 1 shows the time course of changes in HR
and ventilatory variables measured during unloaded cycling.
In controls, the changes in HR, VE, and VT were already
significant at 10 s and at 30 s for fR. In the other groups,
the first significant increase in HR, VE, and VT was only
measured at 30 s and, in COPDs, fR increase only occurred
at 60 s. In the four groups, a plateau response was obtained
at 120 s. HR increase was significantly accentuated in COPD
and hypoxemic overweight subjects (resp., +14± 2 and +13±
1.5min−1, compared to +7.5±1.5 in normoxemic overweight
ones and +8 ± 1.8min−1 in controls). On the other hand,
the fR increase was accentuated in all overweight subjects
(hypoxemic: +4.5 ± 0.8; normoxemic: +3.9 ± 0.7min−1)
compared to +2.5 ± 0.8 in controls and +2.0 ± 0.7min−1
in COPDs. We noted a gradation of the VE response to
unloaded cycling in the four groups (controls: +5.6 ± 0.6
LBTPS⋅min−1; COPDs: +6 ± 0.5; normoxemic overweight
subjects: +7 ± 0.4; hypoxemic overweight subjects: +8 ± 0.6).
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Figure 1:The changes in cardiorespiratory variables, related to their corresponding resting levels, during the 2min period of unloaded cycling
exercise in the four groups. Normoxemic and hypoxemic subjects are identified by black and open symbols, respectively. Up to down: heart
rate (HR), minute ventilation (VE), respiratory frequency (fR), and tidal volume (VT). Values are mean ± SEM. Asterisks denote the first
significant change (∗𝑃 < 0.05 and ∗∗𝑃 < 0.01). All further variations were significant (∗∗).

3.4. Influence of the Cardiorespiratory Response to Unloaded
Cycling on the Performances during Incremental Maximal
Exercise. We found no relationship between HR changes
measured at the end of unloaded cycling and HR values
measured at determination of the ventilatory threshold
and VO

2
max. By contrast, the plateau VE increase during

unloaded cycling was positively correlated with the venti-
lation measured at the ventilatory threshold and VO

2
max

(Figure 2). No correlation was found between the plateau
increases in fR and VT during unloaded cycling and their
corresponding changes at the ventilatory threshold and
VO
2
max.

4. Discussion

The present study shows that two factors (hypoxemia and
overweight) differently affect the heart rate and ventilatory
responses to unloaded cycling.Thus, the plateau HR increase
was higher when hypoxemia was present whereas the over-
weight increased the VE and fR responses. We noted that the
plateau VE increase during unloaded cycling was correlated
with the magnitude of hyperventilation measured at the
ventilatory threshold and maximal workload. On the other
hand, the plateau HR increase during unloaded cycling was
not correlated to HR changes at the ventilatory threshold
and VO

2
max. It was already reported that pedaling with no

load before exercise did not affect the heart rate increase
during incremental exercise [20]. The energy cost of the
2min unloaded cycling period was commensurate with that
measured during walking at 1 km⋅hr−1 on a treadmill [21,
22]. Thus, unloaded cycling elicited a similar response than
walking at a low rate on a flat ground.

Our study has evidenced a clear relationship between the
resting respiratory frequency and its plateau value during
unloaded cycling, the individuals having the lowest respira-
tory frequency exhibiting the highest response. We already
reported in healthy sedentary subjects that the ventilatory
response to the activation of different respiratory afferents
depends on the breathing pattern at rest. Thus, in resting
[23] and exercising subjects [24], the entrainment of the
breathing rhythm by high frequency mechanical muscle
stimulation was only significant in individuals having the
slowest respiratory frequency at rest. The same relationship
was also found between the breathing response to transient
hypercapnia and the resting breathing pattern [25]. Thus, the
role played by respiratory afferents seems to be accentuated
in subjects having a slow and ample spontaneous breathing
pattern.

The present data in COPDs and also in overweight
subjects with chronic hypoxemia partly confirm our previous
observations in healthy subjects exposed to acute normobaric
hypoxemia [11], an experimental condition which delayed
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Figure 2: Relationships between minute ventilation measured at the ventilatory threshold (VE threshold) and maximal oxygen uptake
(VEmax) during an incremental cycling exercise and the maximal VE changes measured at 120 s of unloaded cycling exercise. All subjects
were pooled together for this analysis. Regression line with 95% confidence intervals.

the VE and HR responses to unloaded cycling and markedly
lowered both the plateau increases in VE and HR. In the
present study, all subjects with chronic hypoxemia had
delayed VE and HR responses to unloaded cycling but the
plateau HR increase was accentuated. We noted that the
magnitude of plateau VE increase did not vary in hypoxemic
COPDs but only increased in overweight subjects. Thus,
the sole common point between the present study and
the previous observations was a delayed cardiopulmonary
response to unloaded cycling exercise in both acute and
chronic hypoxemic conditions.The slowed kinetics ofminute
ventilation and heart rate changes in COPD patients and
also in overweight subjects may be related to the reduction
of blood and oxygen supply to limb muscles. Indeed, a
limitation of oxygen uptake in the lower limbs during cycling
exercise is documented in patients with COPD [26] and
the peripheral vascular conductance is reduced in obesity
[8]. Animal experiments have revealed that group III-IV
muscle afferents, which play key role in the cardiopulmonary
response to exercise via the activation of the muscle meta-
boreflex, are also activated by the increased muscle blood
flow at the onset of exercise [27]. Thus, it was tempting to
speculate that the limitation of blood and oxygen supply to
exercising muscle in COPDs and overweight subjects may
alter the muscle sensory pathways, delaying the response to
unloaded pedalling. It is well known that the exercise pressor
reflex induces cardiovascular adjustments to exercise via
increases in sympathetic nerve activity and by withdrawal of
parasympathetic nerve activity [28] and the beta-adrenergic
and parasympathetic control of HRmay be different between
our groups.

We reported a significant elevation of the plateau minute
ventilation increase during unloaded cycling in all patients
with overweight compared to controls, whatever their base-
line PaO

2
level.Their ventilatory response differed from con-

trols through a prevailing increase in respiratory frequency.

This was mostly present in the hypoxemic group which had
also the highest overweight. It is documented that increase
during incremental cycling exercise was higher in individuals
with upper body adiposity than in lean subjects [29]. This
effect was also present in experiments in healthy lean subjects
reproducing the overweight-related limitation of chest wall
mechanics [7, 8]. The restriction of lung volumes in our
overweight subjects was not correlated with the magnitude
of their accentuated ventilatory response to unloaded cycling,
indicating that spirometric indices are not reliable predictive
indicators of loaded breathing at work.

We noted an elevated plateau HR response in our hypox-
emic subjects (COPDs and individuals with overweight).This
observation is poorly documented in the literature. InCOPDs
with partial pressure of oxygen in arterial blood around
65mmHg, Schrijen and coworkers [30] have reported a larger
increase in systemic arterial pressure during constant load
supine bicycling from loadless to 30Wand they attributed the
enhanced circulatory response to the vasoconstrictor effect of
hypoxia. Unfortunately, they did not simultaneously measure
cardiac variables. Experiments in healthy subjects exposed to
normobaric hypoxia showed an accentuated heart rate and
activation of muscle sympathetic nerve activity in response
to rhythmic handgrip exercise [31, 32]. We supposed that the
enhanced heart rate increase during unloaded cycling in our
hypoxemic subjects (patients with COPDor overweight)may
result from the potentiation by hypoxemia of the exercise-
induced sympathetic neural response.

5. Conclusion

The present data indicate a predictive value of the venti-
latory but not heart rate response to unloaded cycling on
performances at higher workload. The relationship between
VE increase during unloaded cycling and VE changes mea-
sured at both ventilatory threshold and maximal exercise
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power may have some interest to predict the ventilatory
performance at work not only in healthy individuals but also
in COPD and overweight subjects included in an exercise
rehabilitation program.
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